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EDITORIAL

Dear all members.
During the last weeks snow has been falling - both in Stockholm and the whole of Sweden.
The city and the landscape have really changed - completely dressed in white. The temperature is far
below freezing point - it is very beautiful and the whole country gets enlightened! Towns and
landscape would otherwise have been dark and grey. Sometimes though the snow can stop your
forthcoming plans and this is what frequently happens right now.
This year in 2018 our BCI-meeting and Cultural Days will take place in Northern Finland, in Oulu at
midsummer June 27-29. I hope very much to see many of you from all our member countries. The
Finnish club members have prepared a very special program for us. When you have come this long
way to Finland, you might like to see some more of this beautiful country: I suggest that you could
go to the two towns on the southern coast: to Turku and to Helsinki - the capital! The coastline from
Turku all the way to the Russian border is beautiful!
In May 2019 Stockholm will host the Congress. The congress committee is working very hard. I
think that they have thought about all the various and best choices of our country. I am so proud of
their hard work and that they will show you the most interesting sights.
Maybe you didn’t see my recommendation in a previous editorial - it was just this:
To the members, who don’t have access to our International Bulletin through the internet: please
print some copies to give or send to them. In this edition of the Bulletin I hope that there will be
stories about how you assist those, who otherwise don’t have the possibility to read about other clubs
in the world.
And when contributing to the Bulletin - all members would very much like to read about some
special events or happenings in your clubs and maybe they will get some useable ideas!
To go to Oulu is the best way to meet friends
from last year or some years back – I hope to see
many of you there!

Ingrid von Rosen
International President

40th Music Competition of the International Lyceum Club of Switzerland
The next competition will take place October 23-28, in Lausanne. It will be dedicated to Baroque
instrumental ensembles, with possible adjunction of the voice.
The new website, www.concoursdemusique-lyceumclub.ch offers general information about the
competition and its rules. For the first time, it will be possible to register directly via the available
form on the site.
The organisation committee is grateful to all presidents of the International Federations to publicize
this important event for the visibility of the Lyceum Clubs.

NEWS FROM THE CLUBS
Australia
Greetings from Australia! The weather this summer in Sydney has been very hot and humid and we
are all looking forward to the cooler months. Unfortunately there is often really no spring as people
in the Northern Hemisphere know it. The temperature swings from
28C to 18C in a day! I am lucky as I live by the sea so we nearly
always have a breeze in the evening.
Plans for the Australian Association Triennial Conference are well
under way with nearly all the speakers confirmed. “Sydney Science
and the Stars’ is our theme! We have speakers on the brain and
mind; on sleep; the environment, climate change and what plants
can tell us; on Mars, black holes and space research and many other
subjects! Our Gala dinner will be in New South Wales’ Parliament
House. After 3 days in Sydney with lectures and tours some
delegates will travel to Canberra our capital to visit some of the
observatories and space related sites. We will also visit our Federal
Parliament House and there will be time for delegates to visit the
National Art Gallery, Museum, War Memorial and other sites
before everyone either returns home or continues on their own
travels.
The flyer and the registration form are on the Australian
Association of Lyceum Club’s website ready to be downloaded.
Please contact me if you have any questions.
Brisbane
Last September the Brisbane Club had an overnight trip to
Murwillumbah. A full contingent of members and their
guests, from Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and Sydney, left
Brisbane in anticipation of a wonderful two days together
in September spring weather. The first stop was at a
beautiful 1.5 sq.m farm, surrounded by forest and with
Tweed wildlife. Over morning tea and sampling fresh farm
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produce, the group listened to the owner talking about the farm’s history and its unique and
innovative produce. From there, a short scenic drive took the group to the quaint village of Tyalgum
for lunch in a beautifully theme-decorated café.
After checking in to the comfortable accommodation in Murwillumbah, the group travelled to
Tumbulgum, another lovely riverside village to board the “Spirit of Wollumbin” boat for a two-hour
river cruise which included bird feeding and an expert commentary about the wildlife and points of
interest. Dinner was a general seafood platter of local food and dessert at a riverside café.
After breakfast, day two activities began with a private
guided tour of the 360° panorama painting of the amazing
Caldera of the northern rivers area of New South Wales.
This was followed by guided tours of the famous
Margaret Olley Art Gallery, including a reconstructed
room of many of her belongings (pictured) from Ms
Olley’s home, and lunch in the Gallery Café.
After two days of sightseeing, interesting presentations,
amazing scenery, great food and new friendships, the
coach returned everyone to Brisbane already talking
about the 2018 trip.
It sounds a great trip and I was sorry to miss it.
Some Australians are travelling to Finland this year and we look forward to seeing everyone and to
visiting Finland where few of us have been.
We would love to welcome overseas visitors to our Conference in August! August is an excellent
time to visit the North of Australia too. Anyway, whenever you come we look forward to welcoming
you and remember you can stay in some of our clubs.

With very best wishes from
Hilary Cairns in Sydney.

Cyprus
Please read our exciting news!!!
President Claire Angelides gave us great relief and happiness having recovered from her
serious accident.
We honoured Lyceum member Nina Iacovou, clay Sculptor, whose creations appear in main
Hotels, her house is a museum!
We attended the ceremony for the inauguration by the President of Cyprus of the Larnaca
Lyceum Building.
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We enjoyed piano recital by Kyriakos Souroullas organised in 100 years memory of George
Arvanitakis, teacher of School of Music School and his wife Natalie both Directors of the
Lyceum. There was an Art Exhibition of the Directors’ son, who is quadriplegic.
Kyriakos Souroullas, student of our Lyceum, won the 1st price of Cyprus contest “Steinway”
and succeeded full grand for the Bachelor’s degree in Piano Performance at Austin Texas
University. Today is the Assistant Director at the Manhattan MSM.
We are very proud to recall the success of world known Cypriot Tenors Pieris Zarmas and
Peter Evangelides both students of the Famagusta Lyceum School of Music.
On volunteer day we visited children Institutions offering toys and sweets.
Art and Porcelain exhibition by Lyceum member Maro Pouyiourou in the presence of the wife
of the President of Cyprus.
Claire Angelides is being re-elected Federation President.
January 2018

Lyceum members celebrated the traditional “Vasilopitta”(cake with
lucky coin) and the party ended with traditional songs accompanied by
piano music.

February

Memorial service for the Founding President, Benefactors and
Presidents of the Lyceum.

March-April

On Woman’s day President Claire Angelides will be honoured for her
great love, and services to the Lyceum.

May-July

Repairs and renovation to the Children Summer Resort to host children
from institutions with children suffering from cancer and children less
privileged.
The Children’s Summer Resort is our lifetime project 1931 – 2018.

Valentine Thomaides
International Affairs

Finland
The Lyceum Club of Helsinki is a bilingual Finnish-Swedish club, founded in 1932. The founders
of our Club were influential women in their time, from presidents’ wives to scholars and cultural
figures. Their aim was to establish a club for women interested in culture, continuous learning and
social matters in the Helsinki area, in the same spirit as Constance Smedley in her time. And the
spirit has remained our leading ideology throughout the past decades, even though new ideas and
ways for activity have also been established. At present, the Helsinki Club focuses its activities on
weekly gatherings in their own apartments in the southern part of central Helsinki. There we listen
to talks by invited guests, alternatingly in Finnish and Swedish, on various topics, both on topical
issues and of general interest. Visits to exhibitions, museums and excursions were again organized
last year. A bilingual history of the Helsinki Club by its member Aulikki Sauramo was published in
2010 to celebrate the 80yearsof the Club’s activities, but the 85th year of activity was not celebrated
in any particular way, apart from the fact that the 100 years of Finnish independence received
special attention in the programme in the topics of the talks in 2017.
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We have recently been particularly happy about increased contacts with our Scandinavian sister
club, the Lyceum Club of Stockholm. A large group of Swedish guests visited us in Helsinki in the
early summer of 2016, and we made a boat trip to Stockholm to reciprocate in early September last
year.
The present membership is around 120 and has remained practically the same during the past few
years. The Club has a website both in Finnish and in Swedish:
www.helsinginlyceumklubi.fi(Finnish)
www.helsingforslyceumklubb.fi(Swedish)
e-mail: h.lyceum@gmail.com
telephone number +358 9 1357281
The president of the Helsinki Lyceum Club has been Leena Kahlas-Tarkka for the past six years,
but the position is taken over by Mrs. Benita Tallqvist in February 2018, as the statutes of the
Helsinki Club does not allow the same president for more than six years.

France
TROYES
Our Club, which was founded in 1985, has 87 members today. For several months now, we have
been busy preparing for the 55th General Assembly of the French Federation which is to be held in
October 2018. We are doing our best for this special event to give the participants the opportunity to
have exchanges, to discover the cultural and historical heritage of our town, with its unusual
surprises and often unknown surroundings…
Apart from the activities common to all clubs, a new one has just been created by two members;
they have named it: “Literature and Psychoanalysis.” It is enriching, fascinating and amusing; it
also arouses our awareness and develops our humility… We started reading “Un amour de Swann”
by Marcel Proust, then we focused on “Twenty-four hours in the life of a woman” by Stefan Zweig
and now we are concerned with “Marie-Antoinette” ’s biography written by the same author. The
ambiguities and weaknesses of this feminine figure at once frivolous and tragic, in the midst of a
troubled period of History, make us ponder on the sense of identity and otherness in their complex
and plural relations, echoing with the modern current events. In May, we are to visit the “Trianon”;
we will be delighted and privileged to discover the Queen’s private apartments, which have never
been open to the public, as well as the Gardens and Theatre.
The Aube department has the richest heritage of stained glass windows in France and Europe,
dating from between the 13th and 19th centuries. In our club, we have an honorary member: Flavie
Serrière Vincent-Petit, a rare woman glassmaker in France; she is a stained glass designer and
restorer who is known to be extremely talented; as a reward, she was made Chevalier de la Légion
d’Honneur by the Ministry of Culture last December. We enjoyed the exhibition: “ Aspects of 19th
century stained glass” at the Hôtel- Dieu-le-Comte, the City of stained glass. We precisely
discovered Louis Germain Vincent-Larcher ‘s work which prevailed in the local artistic sphere
from 1843 to 1886. This wonderful exhibition showed all the aspects of the glassmaker-painter’s
craft, from the design to the final stained glass. It also made us aware of the technical and aesthetic
development of this art in its own right our region is entrusted with.
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“Rachi’s family tree” – A detail
Our outings in Paris are also a real pleasure. This winter, the Museum of Decorative Arts celebrated
the 70th anniversary of the creation of the House of Christian Dior. Thanks to this marvellous
exhibition, we discovered the world of the “designer of Dreams”. The embodiment of Art, in its
broadest sense, his works are in harmony with paintings, furniture and objects d’art. A stunning
beauty. Later in the afternoon, our tour of The Museum of Perfume was a real olfactory experience
in a pure white setting. More discoveries were in store for us there…
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Germany
Cologne
Every three years all Lyceum Clubs in Germany get together for a general meeting. From Sept. 29
to 1st October, 2017 the members of the German clubs met in Cologne. The purpose was to become
familiar with the city and its Culture, as well as to meet the people and become acquainted with the
Rhineland mentality.
The Lyceum Club ladies were introduced to the city and its individual characteristics – by way of a
guided, literary tour of the famous Cologne Cathedral, a boat tour along the Rhine, emphasizing the
historical significance of Rhineland's women, as well as a visit to various museums. The Lyceum
club members were greeted by the representative Lady Mayor of Cologne in the Hansasaal, which
was erected in the 14th century and is the very heart of the Cologne City Hall.

The high light of the meeting was a festive evening in the Maritim Hotel. Much to our pleasure, the
international president of the Lyceum Clubs, Ingrid von Rosen, also attended.
Awarding scholarships to young female artists is a matter of particular focus for the Lyceum clubs.
Every German club supports musicians – of both genders – with scholarships. For the first time,
five of these young ladies performed a concert together, during which they thanked the clubs for
their support.

The Lyceum Club showed its heartfelt gratitude as well; by means of a donation to the workgroup
of the Cologne women's associations, the Arbeitskreis Kölner Frauenverbände.
Martine Rades, the president of the International Lyceum Club of Cologne, presented a cheque to
Dr. Maria Alami, the chairwoman. With this donation, the German Clubs showed their support for
the ongoing, important work for and by women.
Christiane Möschle
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Christiane Möschle and Martina Rades
(president) ILC Köln

Frankfurt
In order to encourage new members for their club, the ladies of the ILC Frankurt Rhein-Main
opened a sales booth with baked goods and beverages during the pre-Christmas season
This proved to be a huge success!

Erika Partsch (vice-president)

Gudrun Stöckle (president)
ILC Frankfurt Rhein-Main

Netherlands

Meeting day of the Lyceumclub Chapters of Amsterdam, Groningen and Nijmegen,
on September 19, 2017.
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It was a very clear ‘Day of the King’s Speech’ (opening of the Parliamentary Year),
as we made an early start on our way to the Central Railway Station in Utrecht. There
we awaited the ladies from Nijmegen and Groningen. We had nice home-made flags
carrying the Lyceum club logo, which made it easy to find one another.
Unfortunately, there also happened to be a fair for 50-plussers in the Exhibition
Centre and some, following the crowds, ended up in the Centre instead of in the bus.
How we do tend to become one of the herd!
In the end everyone found the bus and we drove to Maarssen for a wonderful boat
trip on the river De Vecht. How beautiful The Netherlands are! The river runs
through the provinces of Utrecht and North Holland, discharging into a lake, the IJ,
after 42 km. On its way, it runs along towns like Maarssen, Breukelen, Loenen and
Weesp. In former centuries many country houses were built along this river and many
of them are still privately owned.
Everything was well organized
and the weather most cooperative.
We were served a delicious lunch
on the boat and afterwards we
drove to the castle of the Zuylen
family. Here we were given an
instructive guided tour, also
offering a lot of information about
the life of
Bella van
Zuylen.
Her
real
name was Isabella Agneta Elisabeth van Tuyll van
Serooskerken. She was an 18th century author, writing in
French, and a composer and she was well ahead of her time. A
well-known quotation of hers was: I have no talent for
submissiveness.
After a good glass of wine and delicious apple or pear juice we
returned home. We greatly admired the bus driver, backing up,
inching forward, as he delivered us to our various destinations.
It was a day of true sisterly meeting. We all got along extremely well. We are clearly
an international club of shared interests.
Margriet Ankersmit - Taminiau
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New Zealand
Morrinsville
“NO MOAN MONDAYS“ Every Monday morning at 8.30 a group of up to 17 Morrinsville
Lyceum Club women meet at our clubrooms and venture out for a hike of between 4 and 6 hours.
We have a 10 minute ‘thermos coffee stop’ mid-morning, and up to a half hour lunch break,
depending on the weather. We are fortunate to live in a location which enables us to travel most
Mondays up to an hour away to mountain ranges and lovely bush for our hikes, and we are lucky
enough to usually avoid doubling upon locations throughout the year, such is the variety available
to us. It has to be a pretty wet and stormy day to deter these women. We usually say “gosh we must
be mad” when we meet on a wet Monday morning, but it doesn’t stop us heading off somewhere
with the hope the weather clears. Cars are taken by rotation, and no money changes hands. To give
an example, our hike last Monday consisted of an hour’s drive to the Kaimai range; a 2 ½ hour walk
in the morning, then lunch by a river, followed by a 2 ½ hour walk in the afternoon to some Kauri
trees; with 8 river crossings each way – up to our knees in places! Only 3 girls in total had a bit of a
dunking, so that was pretty good!

The majority of these ‘girls’ have been hiking with this group for many years (the hiking group was
formed in 1984) and even though no contact is made between some of the group during the rest of
the week, they are all good ‘hiking mates’. There is always plenty of chatter and laughter (except
things do tend to go a bit quiet when tackling the uphill climbs!). Allsorts of things are discussed gardening tips, cooking tips, and sometimes gossip! If there’s time we may call for a coffee stop on
the way home, or head straight back to Morrinsville (and all try to get out of cars without groaning
too much at how much we’ve stiffened up on the drive home after our efforts). A few of us
‘younger ones’ in our 60s are inspired by the girls in their 70s and, in fact, we have 2 lovely ladies
who are 81 and almost 80. Don’t let that fool you into thinking they take it slowly though, as they
are right up there with our fittest. One of these two girls won a “Never Missed a Monday” award a
couple of years ago - she turned up for every single hike that year. A couple of times a year we go
away for ‘overnighters’, with the main away trip being our pre-Christmas 3 night hike. Gone are the
days of hiking with heavy over-night packs - we now get a base to stay at and do day walks. At our
last pre-Christmas hike, we had a ‘60s’ cabaret evening, all dressing up and dancing to 60s music,
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and competing for the ‘best hula hooper’ trophy! Must admit though, that after a day’s hike, then
the dancing, we had a 7am start and it was all over and bed by 10pm! Our next trip is to New
Plymouth for 3 nights in a few week’s time. We are staying with one member’s daughter who is
kindly putting us up in her games room and we will do local day hikes. As we get ‘on in years’ we
do have more of “forgotten my lunch”, “forgotten my socks”, “oh no, I’ve grabbed my husband’s
boots by mistake”, etc. but hey – the most important thing is “We’re still out there doing it – and
loving it”. And trying to live by our “No Moan Monday” motto!!

Portugal

The Lyceum International Club of Lisbon celebrated its 16th anniversary in February of this year
with a luncheon in which most Lycians were present.
Our Club has members of advanced age, sometimes with physical difficulties, unable to participate
in the scheduled cultural activities, and we are therefore very gravely concerned about the
suspension of the registration of some of them, and we are aware that there are other in the process
of doing so.
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Of the events that have occurred in recent months, it is worth mentioning the visit we made to the S.
José Hospital, considered the most important Hospital Institution in the History of Portuguese
Medicine. Still in operation, but not for much longer, it is located in the historic center of Lisbon,
has existed for centuries and has a significant historical heritage and past.
After the earthquake of 1755, the Royal Hospital of All Saints, showed evident signs of destruction,
not being in the best conditions for its function, it closed 20 years later. Relatively close and little
affected by the earthquake, was the Royal College of Sto. Antão, built and founded by the Society
of Jesus, which closed a few years after the earthquake, with the removal of the Jesuits from the
country. These facilities were then occupied by the aforementioned hospital, which from then on
became known as Hospital Real de S. José, in honour of King Joseph I, who was reigning on this
date. This building, like others from the same period, presents a vast array of tile panels, of
recognized historical value, given its antiquity.
I've been the club president for 2 years. The mandate will end, within days, pending the election of
the next directorate.
Maria do Carmo Vaz Monteiro

Sweden

STOCKHOLM
Last September the Lyceum Club of Helsinki came for a visit for one day. Our Nordic sisters
arrived with the ferry boat from Helsinki in the morning and spent one day with us. We visited The
Halwyl Museum in Stockholm which was donated to the country by the Countess of Hallwyl in
1920 on condition that the rooms and the art collection she had gathered on her worldwide tours
remain as they were at the time.
Four different hostesses organized a lunch in their houses and in the afternoon the Finnish
Lycéennes went back to Helsinki on the ferry boat. We had an excellent day together!
In Autumn we attended several lectures whose titles were: News from the restoration of the
National Museum”, “The Concept of Photographic Art”,” The Situation of the Swedish Security
Policy” and “Christmas Carols”.
Some of us are very busy with the coming international congress, which will take place in
Stockholm in 2019. We have a very hard-working committee who are very involved in pre- and
post- tours and the program in Stockholm. It will be a very interesting program and we hope many
of you will come to see us!
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Switzerland

LITERATURE AND ART
In the section “Literature”, we have set our attention, above all, towards our own local female
authors and given the opportunity to young, less young, members of the Lyceum Club or nonmembers to introduce themselves and present to us their first, second or even third work of
literature.
Literature
The young:
Chiara Pelossi: As a young mother, she found in writing a way to positively overcome the worries
of her daughter’s illness. She created an entertaining novel full of surprises.
Ambra Giacometti: As a very young student, she was encouraged by her professor to enter the
literary competition “Campiello di Venezia” with a story of her own and to everyone’s great
surprise, she won first prize.
The less young:
Daniela Calastri is a teacher who enjoys writing biographical novels of historical or living
celebrities. In her books, she reconstructs the life of these figures and sets them into a historical
context.
Gabriella Moscati: Is a professor and one of our members. She describes the remote world of the
pink city of Jaipur and follows up on the true story of her uncle Gabor Dassau who once lived there.
Renata Broggini: A teacher and historian. She has been researching the path of the Italian fugitives
living in exile in Switzerland during the Second World War.
Nelli Morini: Self-taught and one of our members narrates family stories from Locarno and its
surroundings in the form of novels.
The older, the experience of the past and the lesson for the future:
Bruna Martinelli: She is self-taught, a farmer and in her late eighties. She describes with passion
and emotion the “strength of women”. She tells of poverty and courage of the women in our valleys.
Art and Creativity:
To organise expositions is an activitywhich gives pleasure to our members. It stimulates the
creativity and the teamwork results in wonderful moments of togetherness and friendship.
The Doll Exhibition, on the 20 year’s celebration of the Lyceum Club Internationale di Locarno,
our members were encouraged to rummage through their cellars and attics in search of dolls of their
childhood, producing memories of times long gone.
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The dress exhibition, dedicated to the fashion of the last century, recalled the beauty and elegance
of that time. It showed a cross-section through the fashion which could be worn at various
occasions.
The Lyceum “artist” members presented their creations, which were greatly admired during
Christmas time.

Article written by Eloisa Vaccaro Pedrotta, president of the Lyceum Club Internationale di
LocarnoTranslation: Marianne Hablützel
Marie Therese Sutterle,
Lyceum Club Lucerne
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